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Executive Summary
Looking back at the past year as the Chair of the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority
[NRA], I am pleased to be able to say that the Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan
Agreement (KNYA) has been a success. The KNYA has provided opportunities for
the Ngarrindjeri people to extend the work that we are doing as a Nation that
otherwise would not have been possible. The negotiation of the KNYA between
the NRA and the Government assisted us to address the terrible effects of the
drought on our Ruwe Ruwar, which had caused great stress to the Ngarrindjeri
people. We have achieved a number of positive outcomes through the KNYA
that have helped to heal our Country and our people.
Another of the positive outcomes has been the opportunity to get to know
Government people and to begin the process of creating a respectful
relationship between them and the Ngarrindjeri people. My hope is that we can
extend the KNYAs and respectful relationships we have begun with the current
members of the Taskforce to all areas of Government.
With great sadness I also want to acknowledge and honour the contribution to
the establishment and progress of the KNYA made by brothers George
Trevorrow, Matt Rigney, and Robert Rigney, my nephew Steven Walker, and the
many other Ngarrindjeri Elders, leaders and community members who have
passed in recent times.
(NRA Chairperson and Ngarrindjeri leader Tom Trevorrow (deceased), excerpt
from the inaugural KNYA Taskforce Annual Report 2010–2011, p. 6)1

For decades Ngarrindjeri leaders and their supporters have challenged and partnered with the South
Australian Government, including its natural resource management (NRM) representatives, over
questions of justice, agency, sovereignty and the decolonisation of existing and long-standing
relationships (see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Hemming and Rigney 2019). There has been extended
Ngarrindjeri participation in Commonwealth funded programs designed to address the catastrophic
consequences of the Murray-Darling Basin’s (MDB) Millennium Drought (2001-2009). After lengthy
negotiations with the South Australian Government – producing a whole-of-government Kungun
Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement (KNYA – Listen to Ngarrindjeri Speaking) – Ngarrindjeri led the
development of the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) Ngarrindjeri Partnerships and
Murrundi (Riverine) Recovery Projects (2009-2017) designed to build resilience to climate change and
overextraction.2 In 2015, the Ngarrindjeri Nation in concert with the South Australian Government,
won the Australian Riverprize for best practice in river management, after developing and leading a
comprehensive co-management strategy for the CLLMM and Mid-Murray regions. This collaborative
research project, ‘Translating Yannarumi in water resource risk assessments’, represents an important
refinement and application of this work.
Importantly, the project was identified as a direct response to the Commonwealth Murray-Darling
Basin Plan (2012) requirement that Basin states, including South Australia, must meaningfully engage
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First Nations in the development of Water Resource Plans (WRPs). This includes identifying First
Nation’s goals and objectives for the management of water resources and to have regard for
Indigenous cultural values and uses. Basin States are utilising risk assessments to frame the
development of the WRPs. The Department for Environment and Water (DEW) had no effective
process to assess risks to Indigenous values and interests.3 This impacted on the state’s ability to
develop strategies to minimise these risks. This remains a significant policy gap for all Basin states.
This Goyder Institute project was identified as a priority by DEW and was named in the South
Australian River Murray Water Resource Plan 2019 as a key research project designed to address the
policy gap.4
The project team developed and tested a methodology that enabled the translation of Ngarrindjeri
Yannarumi decision-making and assessment methodologies into existing water resource planning risk
assessments. The methodology articulated the points of connection between the Ngarrindjeri
Yannarumi assessment process and DEW’s Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and
Management. The project developed proposed changes to the Risk Management Framework for
Water Planning and Management that includes a new multi-layered category of ‘Risk to First Nations’.
Crucially this category takes into account the quality of the relationship between First Nations and
non-Indigenous governments. This is intended to inform future adaptations to the risk management
framework and associated practices to support the integration of Indigenous values and interests. It
extended and intensified a working relationship between non-Indigenous water planners and NRM
risk assessors, and Ngarrindjeri leaders and water specialists. A First Nations Engagement Guideline
was also developed, supporting the implementation of the modified risk management framework. We
argue that this Guideline has value in broader Indigenous nation and government interactions in
natural resource management (NRM) and across other sectors.
There is a common tendency in Australian Government planning contexts to characterise Indigenous
people and their interests as a potential source of political risk. It has been argued that this
fundamentally negative response is a direct consequence of the absence of treaties in Australia and
the continuing uncertainty that this produces. Changing the character of interaction to one of
possibilities, respectful relationships and interconnected benefit is a key feature of Ngarrindjeri
strategies of engagement in NRM and water planning. As an example of negotiated, engaged and
collaborative research, this project was designed to make a material contribution to the continuing
hope for a just relationship between First Nations and non-Indigenous settler states.
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Figure 1. The Coorong, and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Wetland Ramsar Site (Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe).
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Figure 2. The original Ngarrindjeri and Others native title claim.

Plate 1. Ngarrindjeri water workshop, CSIRO Water-For-Healthy-Country Flagship Project, Camp Coorong, 2007. Source:
Photo taken by and with permission of D. Sjoberg
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1

Tom Trevorrow (deceased) was a senior Ngarrindjeri member of the Ramsar Ecological Character Description
Statement of Commitment Working Party – joint Ngarrindjeri and the South Australian Department for
Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) working party (See Hemming & Rigney 2016). He was
instrumental in applying the Yannarumi methodology to the challenge of bringing Ngarrindjeri law, philosophies
and ways of being into the key western planning settings of Ramsar wetland planning and ecological character
descriptions. The South Australian Premier and the Leader of the Opposition attended his funeral in 2013.
2

The CLLMM Ngarrindjeri Partnership Project and the Riverine (Murrundi) Recovery Project were components
of the South Australian Government’s Murray Futures program funded by the Australian Government’s Water
for the Future initiative.
3

DEW’s Risk Management Framework (2012, p. 18) had a category for risks to cultural, spiritual and religious
values but there was no clear process for how these values would be assessed. It was assumed that Indigenous
uses and values could be considered under these generic western constructs.
4

This Goyder Institute Yannarumi project was named in the River Murray Water Resource Plan (2019) and
associated risk assessment documents as a priority South Australian government project designed to produce
improved water resource planning risk assessment with the capability of identifying and addressing risks to
Indigenous values and interests (see DEW 2019 South Australian River Murray Water Resource Plan Area Risk
Assessment, DEW Technical report; DEW 2019, South Australian River Murray Water Resource Plan 2019, SA
Department of Environment and Water, Adelaide, pp.154-155).
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1 Introduction and overview: risk management,
Indigenous wellbeing and Murray Futures5
Ngarrindjeri are part of the water. It is life, gives life, and is living. The cultural and
spiritual relevance for Ngarrindjeri of water as a source of life and as part of the living
body is that it flows, within, around and, through Ngarrindjeri country. The exercise of
Ngarrindjeri cultural rights and the fulfilment of Ngarrindjeri responsibilities include
being interconnected with and being part of the living water. The flow of water forms
part of the interconnectedness of Ngarrindjeri to our country and the failure of water
to flow into our country impacts upon our exercise of rights and our fulfilment of
responsibilities as custodians of the land, water, and sky.
(Excerpt from Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority, Murray-Darling Basin Plan
Submission 242, 25th September 2015)

1.1 Background
At the start of the new millennium, South Australia experienced the early stages of a major drought
(the Millennium Drought) that severely restricted the flow of water through Ngarrindjeri YarluwarRuwe (DEH 2010). This stark manifestation of human-induced climate change, combined with an overallocation of water, led to massive degradation of the ecological health of the lower River Murray,
Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, and the Coorong (see Ryan 2019). The lakes, Coorong and Murray
Mouth is a freshwater and estuarine system that is identified as a Ramsar Wetland of International
Importance and an ‘Icon Site’ in Australia’s Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) (see Figure 1) (see Ramsar
Convention 1971; Phillips and Muller 2006; Mosley et al. 2019).6 For Ngarrindjeri, central to this
region’s fragile ecology is the ‘Meeting of the Waters’, where fresh water combines with ocean
saltwater in the tidal flows of the river mouth (see Bell 1998; DEH 2009; Hemming et al. 2002, p.13;
MDBC 2006; Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006). This area is a vital Ngarrindjeri creation place and a habitat
and breeding ground for many Ngarrindjeri ngartji (totems—friends). It is connected with Creation
Ancestors such as Ngurunderi that give Ngarrindjeri lawful responsibility to care for/as Country
(Yarluwar-Ruwe).7 Ngarrindjeri understandings of risk to this interconnected body of water are based
on Ngarrindjeri ways of being, knowledge systems and experience – they are incommensurate with
western systems of knowledge, law, economy and politics. The opening quote from the NRA’s
submission to Federal government’s MDB planning process is a poignant example of the ongoing
attempts of Ngarrindjeri leaders to explain their unique understandings of the importance of the
‘lands, waters and all living things’ to non-Indigenous authorities.
In times of global warming, and the over-use of finite water resources, the Ngarrindjeri Nation is
working towards a secure future for Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country - lands, waters, spirit
and all living things) (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006) (see Figures 1 and 2; and Appendices 7, 8). This
ecological work of Indigenous nation (re)building requires a significant improvement in the
relationship between the Ngarrindjeri nation and the Australian settler-state.8 In an Australia without
treaties, for Indigenous nations ecological restoration is always a matter of justice and selfdetermination. For Ngarrindjeri, the largest source of risk to the health of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe
Goyder Institute Technical Report Series | Translating Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi into water resource risk assessments | 1

remains a fragile and subservient relationship with settler-state authorities, and the subsequent lack
of Ngarrindjeri authority in decision-making processes that fundamentally impact Ngarrindjeri lives
(see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Trevorrow et al. 2010; Birckhead et al. 2011; Hemming et al. 2011;
Howitt et al. 2012; Hemming et al. 2019; Howitt 2019).9 This continuing risk was confirmed by this
project during workshops that featured a Ngarrindjeri assessment of risks to connected water sources
in the MDB region (see Figure 4).
Ngarrindjeri strategies of engagement with non-Indigenous interests have long-centred around
identifying risks to Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe, developing ways of minimising these risks and
creating ways to transform them into opportunities (see Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Bell 2008;
Hemming and Rigney 2008; DEWNR and NRA 2016). A key contemporary challenge for Ngarrindjeri
engagement with non-Indigenous Natural Resource Management (NRM) is to ensure that crucial
features of Ngarrindjeri nationhood such as Ruwe/Ruwar (the interconnection between Country,
body, spirit and all living things), are understood, valued and central to NRM policy, plans and
programs.

1.2 The Murray Darling Basin Plan and new opportunities
First Nations in Australia have long argued for government NRM and water management to recognise
unique Indigenous rights and responsibilities to water (see Morgan et al. 2006). Comparatively recent
changes to MDB policies and laws have created a requirement for state governments to improve
engagement with First Nations. Under Chapter 10, Part 14 of the Commonwealth Murray-Darling
Basin Plan (2012), South Australia is required to meaningfully engage ‘Aboriginal’ nations in the
development of new regional water resource plans. This includes identifying Indigenous nation’s
objectives related to the management of water resources and a requirement to ‘have regard’ for
Indigenous cultural values and uses. Basin states have used standard risk assessments to underpin
the development of the new Water Resource Plans. South Australia, like other Basin states, utilised
risk assessment processes that were unable to effectively assess risks to Indigenous values and uses,
‘arising from the use and management of the water resources of the water resource plan area’ (see
Basin Plan 2012, p. 10.53 (f)). This was, and to a large extent still is, a significant policy gap for all Basin
states and a primary target for this research project.
In 2015 the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA) and the SA Department for Environment, Water and
Natural Resources (DEWNR, now the Department for Environment and Water - DEW) entered into a
Water Resource Planning Statement of Commitment (2015) and an associated Cultural Knowledge
Agreement (2015) (see Appendices 9 and 10). A key objective in the negotiation of these agreements
was to provide DEW with an improved basis for addressing the requirements of the new Basin Plan
(2012). A formal representative working group was established to support this engagement process.
This Goyder Institute project is a specific outcome of this partnership and the ongoing work of the
Water Resource Planning Statement of Commitment Working Group. 10 These negotiated agreements
were key outcomes of the award-winning Coorong Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM)
Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Project (2012-2017) – a component of the South Australian government’s
Murray Futures Program designed to alleviate the impacts of the Millennium Drought (see DEWNR
and NRA 2012; Hemming and Rigney 2016b; Mosley et al. 2019).
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1.3 Translating Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi into water resource risk
assessments
This Goyder Institute project entitled, ‘Translating Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi into water resource risk
assessments’, was designed to continue the complex work of translation, negotiation, and articulation
required to address current risks to Ngarrindjeri wellbeing emerging from mainstream water resource
management (see Hemming and Rigney 2014, 2016).11 It continues the political, educative, intellectual
and transformative work of earlier projects (see Plate 1). This report documents the development of
tools and frameworks for translating and representing Indigenous interests in water resource planning
risk assessment. As a collaborative, multi-disciplinary and embedded research project, the team
included: Ngarrindjeri researchers; government specialists in water planning risk assessment and
broader NRM; and university-based academics. It relied on established partnerships and agreements
between the Ngarrindjeri Nation, the university sector and the South Australian Department for
Environment and Water (DEW)12; and decades of Ngarrindjeri efforts to negotiate a just relationship
with the settler-state in the arena of NRM (see Hemming et al. 2016) (see Appendices 5, 6, and 10).
The project addressed a significant deficiency in the process of government water planning to
understand and identify risks to Indigenous interests and values. It did this by developing a
methodology to meaningfully and respectfully connect Indigenous risk assessment and mainstream
water resource planning risk assessment. This meant prioritising the security of Indigenous agency
and expertise in this engagement with water planning. More broadly, this project targeted a perennial
tendency in Australian government planning to generically position engagement with Indigenous
people or First Nations as a problem or a risk.13 Transforming this risk averse relational discourse to
one of possibilities, healthy relationships and interconnected benefit has been key to the Ngarrindjeri
project of securing wellbeing and life-giving flows for Yarluwar-Ruwe. Importantly, from a Ngarrindjeri
perspective, the project has also contributed to the preparation of South Australia’s NRM sector for a
potential treaty relationship with First Nations, with the Ngarrindjeri Nation taking a lead in treaty
negotiations with the South Australian Government (see Thomas 2017).14
Starting in 2002 Ngarrindjeri leaders began negotiating a series of contract law agreements with nonIndigenous government agencies that included: recognition of ‘traditional ownership’; the unique
Ngarrindjeri responsibility for Speaking as Country; recognition of the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority
as the Nations’ peak body; and a firm commitment to a more equitable relationship between
Ngarrindjeri and the state of South Australia (see Hemming et al. 2019). It became clear during this
project that there was a gap in recognition that the negotiated agreements between Ngarrindjeri and
the Crown in South Australia act as powerful, jointly developed, risk management ‘tools’ (see
Hemming and Rigney 2016b). The secure foundations and principles for safe working relationships in
complex NRM programs that these agreements provide has not been understood, and therefore,
required further translation to ensure their incorporation into wider planning contexts. Government
agencies tend to characterise the agreements as ‘cultural’ engagement protocols or negotiating
agreements. Prior to this project, DEW’s water planning risk assessment processes did not draw upon
these foundational risk management tools, even though the State Government reported them as a
key part of South Australia’s Indigenous engagement framework in their new MDB Water Resource
Plans (WRPs)(see DEW 2019, p. 124).15 This fundamental shift in government understanding of the
significance of what has been categorised as Ngarrindjeri or ‘Aboriginal’ agreements has enabled,
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through research and translation, a clearer articulation of the role and value of these foundational
agreements to water planning risk assessment.
During a Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi risk assessment process, compliance with these positively oriented
and relational risk management tools is a fundamental indicator that Ngarrindjeri values and interests
are being taken into account (see Appendices 3, 5, 6, and 10). This project ensured that these ‘risk
management tools’ articulate with water risk assessment, bringing the relationship principles
committed to under KNYAs and other agreements into this crucial area of water planning. A key
project outcome directly addressing this fundamental gap in understanding and articulation was the
development and introduction of a new category of risk to ‘First Nations’ in water planning that
specifically includes valuing the relationship between First Nations and the Australian settler- state.
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2 Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi: establishing respectful
relationships in water planning
Ngarrindjeri Vision for Country 2006
Our Lands, Our Waters, Our People, All Living Things are connected. We implore
people to respect our Ruwe (Country) as it was created in the Kaldowinyeri (the
Creation). We long for sparkling, clean waters, healthy land and people and all
living things. We long for the Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) of our ancestors.
Our vision is all people Caring, Sharing, Knowing and Respecting the lands, the
waters and all living things.
(Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006, p. 5).
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi Assessment – Speaking as Country
The NRA has recently made significant progress in developing the Ngarrindjeri
Yannarumi Assessment. Yannarumi – meaning speaking as country – is a
Ngarrindjeri process of decision making and assessment. This process has been
adapted to enable the NRA to assess the lawfulness and life[-]giving elements of
contemporary issues, including the health of Country according to Ngarrindjeri
principles…
The Yannarumi Assessment will continue to be refined so as to provide the NRA
with a culturally appropriate framework to develop and engage in programs,
including Murray-Darling Basin Plan implementation and Ramsar Management
Plan development.
(Excerpt from DEWNR and NRA 2016 KNYA Taskforce Annual Report 2014-2015,
p. 2)

2.1 Introduction
The section provides a detailed contextual discussion of the centrality of Ngarrindjeri Nation
(re)building methodologies as a key relational re-alignment ‘tool’ for transformations in both NRM
and Yannarumi. In 2006, in the midst of the Millennium Drought, Ngarrindjeri Elders and leaders
developed a public ‘Vision for Country’ as part of the first Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan
(Caring for Ngarrindjeri Sea Country and Culture) – a constitutional document that provides a plan for
the Ngarrindjeri Nation in pursuit of self-determination and a secure and healthy future (see
Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006; Hemming and Rigney, 2008). A community appointed Ngarrindjeri
governance working party led the development of the Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan with guidance and input
from key elders.16 The plan was endorsed at a Ngarrindjeri Nation meeting, and is formally recognised
by the South Australian Government in regional policies and planning.17 The Ngarrindjeri ‘Vision for
Country’ and related goals informed the historic Kungun Ngarrindjeri Yunnan Agreement (KNYA)
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(‘listen to Ngarrindjeri people talking’), which was negotiated in 2009 by Ngarrindjeri leaders and the
State of South Australia (see KNYA 2009; Hemming and Rigney 2010; Hemming et al. 2011; Rigney et
al. 2015). An inter-governmental taskforce focusing on ‘Country’ related issues was established to
enact the KNYA commitments. The inaugural KNYA Taskforce Annual Report (2010-2011) begins with
the following acknowledgement of the Ngarrindjeri as traditional owners of Ngarrindjeri lands and
waters:
The South Australian Government acknowledges Ngarrindjeri are the Traditional
Owners of the land and that according to their traditions, customs and spiritual
beliefs its lands and waters remain their traditional country. The State also
acknowledges and respects the rights, interests and obligations of Ngarrindjeri to
speak and care for their traditional country, lands and waters in accordance with
their laws, customs, beliefs and traditions.
(DEWNR and NRA 2012b p. 2)
These new relationships and strategies are fundamental to sustained Ngarrindjeri resistance and
strategic transformation and since the mid-1990s have led to the development of a new peak
governance body, the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA), which was established in 2007. Crucial
in the Ngarrindjeri choice of pathways is an acute awareness of the ‘cunning of recognition’ embedded
in the state’s existing processes for ‘protecting’ Aboriginal heritage, managing natural resources and
legally recognising native title claims (see Povinelli 2002; Hemming and Rigney 2010). By this we are
referring to the debilitating authenticity tests contained in legislative forms of protection or
recognition of Indigenous ‘rights’ in Australia. For Ngarrindjeri to identify, organise and act as a
sovereign First Nation it requires a theorisation of contemporary forms of South Australian settlercolonialism, the identification of their genealogies and a clear understanding of the ‘actor-networks’
or ‘assemblages’ that reinforce colonising relations of power (see Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Smith
1999; Latour 2005; Wolfe 2006; Hemming 2007; Bignall 2010; Byrd 2011; Cornell 2015).
Ngarrindjeri agreement-making strategies, for example, resist the paternalism and ‘Aboriginalism’ of
Australian forms of protection and recognition, beginning with a requirement that non-Indigenous
parties to KNYAs recognise the Ngarrindjeri Nation as the ‘traditional owners’ of Ngarrindjeri lands
and waters (see Attwood and Arnold 1992). This recognition is required as the foundation of a new
respectful and collaborative relationship between Ngarrindjeri as an Indigenous First Nation and
external parties such as the Australian settler-state. Ngarrindjeri are proud that the only treaty they
have signed is with other indigenous nations, as parties to the treaty forming the United League of
Indigenous Nations.18
This strategy is built on the essential, fundamental interconnection between Ngarrindjeri, the lands,
waters and all living things. It emerges from a holistic approach to ‘Caring as/for Country’ that resists
western constructions of natural and cultural resource management as separate domains and insists
that Caring as Country is a sovereign expression of Ngarrindjeri lawful responsibility and contemporary
nation (re)building (see Bignall et al. 2016; Hemming et al. 2016). In pursuit of increased understanding
and materialisation of what can be ‘translated’ as Ngarrindjeri ‘ethico-onto-epistemology’, the NRA
negotiated a ‘posthuman’ legal recognition through a ‘Speaking as Country Deed’ with the South
Australian government (see Barad 2003; Braidotti 2013; Ngarrindjeri Speaking as Country Deed 2014)
(Appendix 5). This Deed further operationalises the Ngarrindjeri philosophy of being in local and
national management plans ‘governing’ the Lower Murray region. Speaking lawfully as Country
(Yannarumi) is a sovereign act of identification and a form of ‘expressivist philosophy’ that materialises
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the fundamental interconnections between people, nation and Country. Yannarumi foregrounds
Ngarrindjeri authority and decision-making practices (see Bignall et al. 2016).

2.2 First Nation (re)building: creating Murray Futures through
regulating flows
In recent years the concept and practice of Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking lawfully as Country) has
become an active translation device, bringing Ngarrindjeri philosophy, knowing in being, and Nation
objectives into relationship with non-Indigenous interactions with Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (see
Hemming et al. 2016; Bignall, Hemming and Rigney 2016; Rigney et al. 2018). In translating and
connecting, Yannarumi identifies the characteristics of relations with Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe,
identifying areas where changes to flows are required. The form of political negotiation and public
pedagogy required here is First Nation centred, posthuman, critical, and decolonial.
Ngarrindjeri leaders and their supporters have attempted to ‘weave’ emerging ‘contact zone’ relations
with experienced understandings of existing actor-networks and a desire to create new assemblages
that interrupt the recycled colonial archive in Cultural Heritage Management (CHM) and NRM
management (see Latour 2005; Hemming and Rigney 2008, 2010). These creative, political, legal and
pedagogical acts are consciously designed to produce health-giving relations in the contemporary
bureau-political setting. Hopefully fostering a healthy and constructive relationship between
Ngarrindjeri and non-Indigenous government at all levels. Since colonisation began, Ngarrindjeri
leaders have longed for wellbeing (parpun miwi), seeking healthy/reproductive/spiritual (katjeri)
relations between the lands, waters and all living things (see Hemming et al. 2017). These strategies
and techniques are developed from hard lessons learned in generational conflicts with the settlerstate and through intellectual partnerships with Indigenous and non-Indigenous scholars and advisors.
Furthermore, Ngarrindjeri seek a fundamental shift in their relationship with the setter-state from a
colonised, consulted ‘stakeholder’ to a knowledgeable, active, sovereign, First Nation partner.
The term Murray Futures is borrowed from the South Australian Government’s Murray Futures
Program which was designed to alleviate the impacts of the Murray-Darling Basin’s Millennium
Drought (see DEWNR and NRA 2012; Hemming and Rigney 2016). Initial program planning followed
the usual teleological path of erasure of Ngarrindjeri as part of the living body of Murrundi (River
Murray). In 2009, via KNY agreement, Ngarrindjeri negotiated an historic, long-term, multi-million
dollar program as part of the South Australian Government’s bid for federal funding under the Water
for the Future initiative (Hemming and Rigney 2012).19 Challenging Federal and State Government
policy settings, Ngarrindjeri argued that Indigenous ‘Caring as/for Country’ should be an essential part
of any NRM program. Furthermore, the Ngarrindjeri position asserted that social justice and
Indigenous nation (re)building, fundamentally a political program, must value the objectives of the
Ngarrindjeri component of the state’s business case and framing document, Securing the future: A
long-term plan for the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (DEH 2010). The proposition of
Ngarrindjeri was that healthy and active Ngarrindjeri and respectful relations would support healthier
lands and waters. In 2012 Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA) Chair, Tom Trevorrow welcomed the
Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth Ngarrindjeri Partnerships Project (CLLMM NPP 2012-2016)
as a collaborative act of healing. In the following excerpt from a ministerial media release he
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incorporated Ngarrindjeri philosophy and nation re-building aspirations, paving the way for future
‘treaty’ negotiations:
To care for country is to care for one’s future and the future of our children. The
Murray Futures program provides an opportunity to establish a lasting legacy and
positive collaboration between the Ngarrindjeri Nation and the people of South
Australia. The Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority has worked well with Government
to develop this Partnership Project which will help heal the lands and waters and
all living things.
(Trevorrow in Caica 2012)
The 2009 whole-of-government KNYA is a clear example of a commitment to a new relationship and
includes the following ‘de-colonial’ acknowledgement by the South Australian Government:
The Ministers acknowledge [representing the Crown in Right of the State of
South Australia] that the Ngarrindjeri are the Traditional Owners of the Land and
that according to their traditions, customs and spiritual beliefs its lands and
waters remain their traditional country.
(KNYA 2009)
This acknowledgement marked a historic recognition of Ngarrindjeri as a ‘society’ – a First Nation. It
also marked a fundamental political and conceptual relocation of Ngarrindjeri from the fringe-camps
at the margins of the settler-state, forever under the ‘care’ of the new ‘Protectors of Aborigines’, or
identified as one of the assimilated, non-descript ‘Aboriginal stake-holders’ to be consulted, but never
the author, the expert, or the authority (see Hemming and Rigney 2010). To borrow from philosopher
Donna Haraway (2006), the established power relations and dominant philosophies of the contact
zone became ‘troubled’, as the restricted flows of fresh water in the MDB became unsustainable for
non-Indigenous, Ngarrindjeri and all living things (Haraway 2016). The river’s seasonal flows, droughts,
interrupted health, and floods reminded those that live in the Basin of the shifting material basis of
wellbeing. There were signs of sickness everywhere (pukali – unhealthy) – sick people, exposed acid
sulphate soils, dry lake beds and algal blooms. During the Millennium drought non-Indigenous
farmers, fisherman, tourists, and local politicians related more closely to Ngarrindjeri speaking as
Country and showed signs of understanding that: ‘The lands and waters is a living body. We the
Ngarrindjeri people are part of its existence. The lands and waters must be healthy for the Ngarrindjeri
people to be healthy’ (Trevorrow in Hemming, Trevorrow and Rigney 2002).
In her book Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, Haraway (2016, p. 30) asks:
What happens when human exceptionalism and bounded individualism, those
old saws of Western philosophy and political economics, become unthinkable in
the best sciences, whether natural or social? Seriously unthinkable in the best
sciences, whether natural or social?
Ngarrindjeri as a living body, an Indigenous nation, knowing in being, has suffered under these
philosophies of colonialism and is in a state of ‘longing for wellbeing’ – parpun miwi (see Plumwood
1993; Rose 2004; Weir 2009; Hemming et al. 2016, p. 46). As indigenous scholars Kyle Powys Whyte
(Potawatomi), Chris Caldwell (Menominee), and Marie Schaefer (Odawa) write:
Waves of settlement seek to incise their own ecologies required for their
societies to survive and flourish in the landscapes they seek to occupy
permanently. In settlement, the territories were already inscribed with
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Indigenous ecologies that result from Indigenous practices of survival and
flourishing.
The Indigenous ecologies physically manifest Indigenous governance systems
through origin, religious, and cultural narratives, ways of life, political structures,
and economies.
(Whyte, Caldwell and Schaefer 2018, pp. 157-158)
Along with nation (re)building work, ‘physically’ manifested in new forms of governance such as the
NRA, ‘Ngarrindjeri have been able to have a positive and transforming effect upon the colonial policy
regime affecting their Country, because land care is an essential part of the social enterprise of
Ngarrindjeri Nationhood’ (Bignall et al. 2016, p. 473).

2.3 Translating Yannarumi into water resource risk assessment
Yannarumi translates roughly to English as ‘acting or speaking lawfully as Country’. It is fundamentally
connected to understandings of peaceful relations and wellbeing. Yannarumi conveys the Ngarrindjeri
conceptualisation of existence as inextricably bound to the ecological conditions that provide, define
and sustain life: Ngarrindjeri cannot be considered as separate from the interconnected lifeworld that
is Ngarrindjeri Ruwe-Ruwar (lands, waters, body, spirit and all living things). Consequently,
Ngarrindjeri experience the devastation or wellness of the ‘natural’ environment as an element of
their cultural wellbeing as a people. Ngarrindjeri people have an abiding responsibility to sustain the
ecological health of Country that defines their existence as such: ”For Ngarrindjeri, ’wise-use’ requires
practicing a lawful, respectful, and reproductive life that respects the Creation Stories handed down
from the Kaldowinyeri (Creation)” (Hemming and Rigney 2016). Yannarumi articulates the Ngarrindjeri
responsibility to act and relate in a way that cares mindfully for the interconnected being of RuweRuwar, as was conferred at the beginning of time by creation ancestors, such as Ngurunderi (Hemming
and Rigney 2012). By ‘speaking as Country’ – when land is conceived as an entity that is never separate
from the autochthonous peoples with which it is connected – Ngarrindjeri act lawfully and
authoritatively according to the principles of ecological interconnectivity that define their existential
responsibility to live carefully in relation to their lands and waters. Yannarumi exercises the collective
right and obligation of Ngarrindjeri to protect, preserve and foster all of the life-forms that are
sustained by their Country, including the cultural life of the community itself. Simultaneously, the
relational perspective articulated in Yannarumi assists Ngarrindjeri to work through potential conflicts,
misunderstandings and problematic engagements. Yannarumi therefore asserts the rightfulness of
Ngarrindjeri ways of being and knowing, based on Ruwe-Ruwar as an Indigenous philosophy of
relationality or interconnection.
Ngarrindjeri ‘Caring as Country’ is not predicated on a division between human and nature as subject
and object. It is instead based on the intimate relationship between people, lands, waters and all living
things, which form a system of reciprocal, interconnected benefit. Through Yannarumi, the
Ngarrindjeri Nation is part of an international Indigenous movement towards understandings of
ecology, science and governance that depart from western notions of the human as central, superior
and exceptional to other life forms (see Cajete 2000; Johnson et al. 2015; Rigney et al. 2015; Whyte
2018). A non-humanist philosophy is embedded in contemporary Ngarrindjeri programs of NRM,
CHM, water management and town planning. This approach is far from marginal in its public impact.
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In 2014, a ‘Speaking as Country Deed’ was agreed between the South Australian Government and the
Ngarrindjeri, recognising the broader significance of fundamental principles of Ngarrindjeri philosophy
and committing partners to work together to promote a better understanding of these Indigenous
values, knowledges and laws in the wider non-Indigenous community (see Appendix 5).
As a traditional Indigenous form of political ecology, Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi or Speaking as Country
has a historical meaning, but is being reconceptualised in a contemporary form by Ngarrindjeri leaders
to take into account the impacts and changes that have occurred to Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (SeaCountry) as a result of colonisation. The continuity of Indigenous laws, values and traditions is strongly
asserted in the Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan:
Our knowledge of Sea Country will continue to underpin our survival and our
economy. Tendi, our formal governing council, ensured and will continue to
ensure our stable and sustainable society, which maintains our obligations to
Sea Country.
(Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006, p. 11).
When Ngarrindjeri meet to ‘Speak as Country’ about things that impact on the wellbeing of
Ngarrindjeri Ruwe-Ruwar (lands, waters, body, spirit and all living things), judgements are made based
on core cultural principles passed down through time. A governing group of leaders and elders is
traditionally called the Tendi and when it meets, speaks and makes decisions this is known as
Yannarumi or Speaking as Country. It is the responsibility of Ngarrindjeri leaders to make decisions
that ensure the wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. The Tendi has a formal position as part of
the board of the contemporary national peak body, the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority (NRA). The
NRA Board is made up of representatives of Ngarrindjeri member organisations, key representative
committees and elected representatives from the wider Ngarrindjeri Nation. The NRA takes
responsibility for assessing whether something is healthy, lawful and creates wellbeing for the
Ngarrindjeri Nation. This assessment of projects, practices, partnerships, plans and other activities is
conducted with the relational wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Ruwe-Ruwar as its objective. The NRA thus
invests in a holistic approach that understands Ngarrindjeri as part of the living body of the lands and
waters and all living things, with a cultural responsibility to ‘Speak as Country’. Ngarrindjeri livelihoods,
culture and wellbeing depend on exercising their cultural agency. With this in mind, the NRA has
identified key goals that uphold Yannarumi as the expression of this cultural responsibility, and which
aim to safeguard healthy Ruwe-Ruwar. The goals are: Strong Culture, Sovereign First Nationhood, a
Secure Future, Healthy Country, Confident People, Creative Economy, a Respected History and
Regional Leadership (see Appendix 8). These goals reflect and respond to Ngarrindjeri understandings
about the interconnectivity between people and Country (Hemming and Rigney 2016: 34). With these
overarching goals in mind, the NRA has developed a ‘Yannarumi assessment framework’, which it uses
to evaluate the beneficial capacity (or the detrimental effects) of programs, policies and relations with
non-Indigenous institutions including government, law, research, and education (see Appendix 3).
Consistent with the goals, a Yannarumi assessment involves an evaluation of the quality of
connections evident in an ecological system, which for Ngarrindjeri were severely interrupted and
diminished by the colonial separation of people from land and the imposition of exploitative
agricultural technologies. Taking into account the continuing impacts of colonisation on Ngarrindjeri
Yarluwar-Ruwe, Ngarrindjeri believe healing programs and healthy flows are encouraged by a set of
criteria that support respectful intercultural engagement. These foreground respect for Ngarrindjeri
knowledge, law, tradition and expertise; programs that increase the health of Yarluwar-Ruwe by
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understanding and respecting the principle of interconnection; relationships that bring energy, health
and wellbeing into Ngarrindjeri lives; engagements that build Ngarrindjeri capacity to Care for/Speak
as Country to benefit lands, waters and all living things; and processes that build respectful
relationships between Ngarrindjeri and other parties such as the State government (Hemming et al.
2017).
These elements are ‘assessed’ in relation to interconnected spiritual flows such as Kaldowinyeri, the
life-giving process of creation; and parpun miwi, which relates to a yearning for wellbeing in the face
of destructive forces of colonisation of Country and peoples. When Kaldowinyeri is respected, the
interconnection of lands, waters, body, spirit and all living things expressed through Ruwe-Ruwar is
pritji (strong) and katjeri (beautiful and healthy). The miwi spiritual connection of belonging with an
environment is pritji (strong). Rupelli (Leaders) Yannarumi (speak as Country) and Ngiangiampe
(relationships and governance) are strong through the effective action of Tendi Nguldun, (the
Ngarrindjeri Nation’s own healthy governance and agreement making structures). When creation is
bountiful, Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe is katjeri, (beautiful and healthy). When, however, the
reproductive flows of creation are inhibited, then parpum miwi, (the people and land), are hurt and
depleted and long for wellbeing. The interconnectivity of Ruwe-Ruwar is interrupted and the feeling
of balance is undermined, causing a sorrowful spirit, Wurreng-wulun. Colonisation inhibits Indigenous
speaking and acting as Country. Colonial forces impede the healthy and culturally responsible
management of an ecological system, and colonisation leads to blewiliun (unhealthy) and Wurangi
(senseless and/or disrespectful) partnerships and relationships (Hemming et al. 2017).
For any particular context of action or experience, Yannarumi asks: what must be maintained or
created, and should relationships be aligned, so that Ngarrindjeri can always be a living part of
Country? In each engagement, Ngarrindjeri seek to remain responsible agents, and the engagement
is therefore assessed primarily in terms of its respect for Ngarrindjeri agency, which is reflected chiefly
in the capacity for Ngarrindjeri people to ‘Speak as Country’. In many instances, non-Indigenous
government representatives are now legally bound by contract law agreements to ‘kungun
Ngarrindjeri yunnan’: to listen to Ngarrindjeri speaking of their experiences of unsuccessful colonial
policies in the past, and their expectations for self-governance and a role in the management of
Country in the future. The evaluative framework of Yannarumi further helps partners in a relationship
to identify points of resonance and agreement. This provides a foundation for finding future accord,
enabling a movement of general action to shift the Indigenous-colonial conflict in the direction of decolonial partnership. Ngarrindjeri nationhood and self-governance begins from the claim that
Ngarrindjeri people have never ceded sovereignty of Ngarrindjeri lands and waters, and thus remain
sovereign. Through Yannarumi, Ngarrindjeri attempt to speak sovereignly, as their Country, in order
to protect their environment and its interconnected life forms, including the cultural life of the
Ngarrindjeri Nation. This relational sovereignty is extended in multiple spaces: physical, theoretical,
social, environmental, educational and economic. Each of these spaces is at once a connector and a
translator of the Yannarumi process, and a mode through which other connectors are translated and
imparted. Accordingly, all agencies co-existing on Ngarrindjeri Country can be considered to share a
sovereign responsibility to sustain the ecology of relationships that foster healthy life in this region.
Furthermore, the sovereign capacity of each agent is relationally affected by the fact of their
interactive co-existence. Yannarumi provides an ethos of mutual respect and care, needed to ensure
both individual and systemic wellbeing and to realise a collective yearning for the conditions that
safeguard the flourishing of life (see Bignall et al. 2016; Bignall and Rigney 2019).
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3 Project background, approach and outcomes
3.1 Background
The project had its genesis in the later stages of the Coorong Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM)
Ngarrindjeri Partnerships project as a consequence of collaborative project work conducted by the
Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe team, and DEWNR’s water planning risk assessment and Indigenous
programs teams. This working relationship was critical to the development of the project proposal and
the final composition of the research project team. The immediate background to the development
of this project is detailed in Hemming and Rigney (2016). This report focussed on Ngarrindjeri-led
contributions to the re-drafting of an Ecological Character Description (ECD) for the Coorong, and
Lakes Alexandrina and Albert wetland Ramsar site. In this project, Ngarrindjeri applied a Yannarumi
methodology to assess the wellbeing of Ngarrindjeri Country (the Ramsar site) and used this approach
to contribute to a substantial change to the existing ECD (see Hemming et al. 2019) (see Appendix 3).20
In the context of the Ramsar site, co-developed planning and policy was supported by a concurrent
Goyder Institute research project designed to document and theorise the methodologies, strategies
and negotiations (Hemming and Rigney 2016). It was important that the innovations developed in the
CLLMM Ramsar/ECD project were recognised as emerging from Indigenous research. By this time
Yannarumi had become an established Ngarrindjeri engagement methodology in South Australian
NRM (and other sectors) and was a key element in Ngarrindjeri and DEWNR’s 2015 Australian
Riverprize. Ngarrindjeri learned from engagement in the CLLMM Ramsar/ECD project that the
characteristics and values of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe were defined by western science and other
non-Indigenous interests. This ecological and extractive definition becomes the basis for subsequent
government risk assessments governing future project planning and management decisions. What
also became clear to the Ngarrindjeri team was the importance of water planning risk assessment to
all regional NRM policy and planning. This foundational planning mechanism was largely invisible to
First Nations in South Australia due to the structural gaps in DEWNR’s risk assessment framework.21

3.2 Approach
3.2.1 LEGAL AND ETHICAL ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
The following discussion provides a brief overview of the legal, ethical and relational framework
underpinning this project (see Hemming et al. 2010; Hemming et al. 2016). This project was a
collaborative and embedded research project with representation from the Ngarrindjeri Nation, the
university sector and the South Australian Government. The project utilised formal relational
agreements and co-developed research priorities developed over an extended period. These
agreements and relevant planning documents are included as Appendices in this report. They reflect
a new more respectful relationship between the Ngarrindjeri Nation and the South Australian
Government. They also recognise and value the unique relationship and responsibility that
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Ngarrindjeri have as part of Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe. Futhermore, the KNYA provided a Nation-toNation relationship between the South Australian Government and the Ngarrindjeri Nation.
Importantly for this project, the KNYA was a key part of DEW’s reporting of Indigenous engagement
mechanisms in water planning in response to the requirements of the new Commonwealth MurrayDarling Basin Plan 2012 (see DEW 2019). For example, the 2014 KNYA Taskforce strategic
implementation plan (2014c) included a water planning goal that set the basis for a
Ngarrindjeri/DEWNR response the requirements of the Basin Plan 2012. In mid-2013, a joint working
party was established to begin developing a Statement of Commitment (SOC) to frame Ngarrindjeri
engagement in watering planning. This SOC was finalised and signed in 2015, committing the parties
to a series of principles, objectives and processes (Appendix 9). This SOC recognises and supports the
NRA’s commitment to Indigenous nation (re) building and locates Ngarrindjeri philosophies and
understandings of ‘being’ at the centre of input into South Australian water planning processes. The
Water Planning SOC was the key project reference group and reporting mechanism to the NRA, the
Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Corporation (NAC) and DEW. Importantly, the NRA negotiated a contract law
‘Cultural Knowledge Agreement – Water Planning’ to ensure that Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge
remains Ngarrindjeri property and was valued and respected (Appendix 10).22 This agreement covers
the Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge contained in this report.

3.2.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES
In 2006, Ngarrindjeri elders and leaders developed the Ngarrindjeri Nation’s foundational planning
document the Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) Plan (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006). It
makes plain ongoing Ngarrindjeri traditions, values and aspirations associated with Ngarrindjeri lands
and waters. It is an example of Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking Lawfully as Country), carrying with
it Ngarrindjeri law, an Ngarrindjeri assessment of what constitutes wellbeing, and an identification of
what has to change to achieve this vision. This section of the report briefly traces the theoretical and
methodological trajectories towards the Ngarrindjeri co-management of Yarluwar-Ruwe envisioned
in 2006. These trajectories were continued in the re-drafting of the Coorong and Lakes Ramsar ECD
and have been further applied to water planning risk assessment in this Yannarumi project. A
Yannarumi assessment or research methodology is an assessment of the characteristics and impacts
of colonising processes and practices (see Appendix 3). It is a risk assessment and translation tool for
identifying problems, gaps, injustices and synergies, and supports the development of effective
responses and partnerships (see Hemming et al. 2019). This weaving together of partnerships and
knowledge is characteristic of Ngarrindjeri agency in regional NRM, and in Ngarrindjeri research
methodologies, it aligns with Indigenous standpoint theory in securing and communicating Indigenous
conceptualisations of Country (see Nakata 2007; Moreton-Robinson 2004; Johnson et al. 2016;
Hemming et al. 2019). Ngarrindjeri use the weaving metaphor to represent the concept of
Ruwe/Ruwar and the responsibilities that centre Ngarrindjeri reproduction and wellbeing. As
Ngarrindjeri elder Ellen Trevorrow (Ngarrindjeri Nation 2006, p. 51) writes: ‘Stitch by stitch, circle by
circle, weaving is like the creation of life, all things are connected’.
As Hemming and Rigney (2016), argued, the increasing challenges of sustainability have prompted an
important shift within western environmentalism towards ‘posthumanism’ (see Latour 2004; Barad
2007; Weir 2009; Braidotti 2013; Braidotti and Bignall 2019). For example, Felix Guattari, influential
French ‘post-humanist’ philosopher, posed questions to generate thinking about new futures where
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responsibility for wellbeing brings with it a more ethical and accountable relationship between people,
lands, waters and all living things (Guattari 2000). This vision for ‘human’/’non-human’ life resonates
with Ngarrindjeri strategies for engaging with NRM and other interventions in Ngarrindjeri Country. It
can be argued that posthumanist objectives, such as Guattari’s, share common ground with
indigenous ‘de-colonising’ projects or in the Ngarrindjeri context nation (re)building (see Smith 1999;
Rigney and Hemming 2014; Rigney et al. 2015; Bignall et al. 2016; Bignall and Rigney 2019).
Whilst this conceptual framework shares many features in common with what might be understood
as Indigenous ‘ethico-onto-epistemologies’ (see Barad 2007, p. 90), it typically fails to acknowledge
Indigenous knowledges as a prior and continuing form of this ‘new’ paradigm. What is otherwise a
promising development in environmental theory also has the potential to continue a long colonial
tradition of the non-recognition of Indigenous philosophies, agency and authority. As these
conceptual innovations make an appearance in Australian NRM they will need to take into account
indigenous critiques of posthumanism and associated calls for a more sophisticated system of valuing
of ‘ecosystems services’ and engaging with Indigenous conceptualisations of Country (see Weir 2009;
Sullivan 2010; Birckhead et al. 2011; Hoffmann et al. 2012; Byrd 2011; Hill et al. 2013; Howitt et al.
2013; Coombes et al. 2014; Winthrop 2014; Ens et al. 2015; Jackson and Palmer 2015; Tadaki et al.
2015; Pert et al. 2015; Hoogeveen 2016; Ruru 2018; Whyte 2018).
With consideration of these disciplinary shifts, the additional work for First Nations, includes making
visible the value of Indigenous philosophies, knowledges, and critical theories, and their strategic
alliances with non-Indigenous ‘philosophical, legal and cultural traditions’. These alliances can produce
hopeful futures towards a postcolonial or ‘ex-colonial’ relationship between First Nations, the lands
and waters and settler-states (see Byrd 2011; Bignall 2014). The development of DEW’s First Nations
Engagement Guideline and modified Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and
Management is a consequence of these alliances and directly contributes to a more hopeful future.
The research methodology applied in this project, brought together insights from
Ngarrindjeri/Indigenous theoretical frameworks, philosophies and political action. It included aspects
of recent posthuman theory, such as actor network and assemblage theories, that address
conceptualisations of constructivism, non-human agency and the interactivity of ‘micropolitical’
events and systemic processes (see Bignall et al. 2016; Hemming et al. 2016). This was a conscious
response to the work of international Indigenous scholars such as Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999), Jodi
Byrd (2011), Audra Simpson (2014), Mark Rifkin (2015) and many others. Ngarrindjeri are involved in
what could be characterised as a form of decolonisation that centres the project of self/nation
definition in terms of ‘Speaking as Country’. As part of the Ngarrindjeri Nation (re)building agenda
and the reclamation of self-governing authority, Ngarrindjeri have actively pursued a program of
Indigenous co-direction of scientific and social research that is conducted on Ngarrindjeri Country.
This has resulted in an enrichment of conceptual and scientific understanding for both Indigenous and
non-Indigenous participants, who have begun to develop a new understanding of where cross-cultural
philosophical synergies lie and may be utilised for maximum mutual benefit, reflecting a belief that
‘we will be stronger if our knowledge places are multiple’ (see Kirby et al. 2011; Law 2011, p. 11;
Hemming and Rigney 2013, 2014; Mosely et al. 2019).
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3.2.3 NGARRINDJERI RUWE/RUWAR AND YANNARUMI (SPEAKING LAWFULLY AS
COUNTRY)
Ngarrindjeri use the term Ruwe/Ruwar to describe the interconnectivity between land, waters, spirit
and all living things. This fundamental spiritual connection is reliant on healthy lands and waters, and
the maintenance of connectivity between the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth as created by
Ngurunderi and other Creation Ancestors. This way of understanding life is reflected in the following
Ngarrindjeri statement about the significance of the registered heritage site known as the ‘Meeting of
the Waters’:
The Meeting of the Waters is a fundamental aspect of the Ngarrindjeri world where
all things are connected, whether they are living, from the past and/or for future
generations. The Meeting of the Waters makes manifest core concepts of
Ngarrindjeri culture that bind land, body, spirit, and story in an integrated,
interfunctional world. The principles that flow from this cultural system are based
upon respect for story, country, the old people, elders and family. The pursuit of
these principles is contingent upon maintaining a relationship with country. The
violation of these respect principles is manifest through the destruction of
Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (a concept that embodies the connectedness and
interfunctionality of their culture) and their effect upon the behaviours and survival
of ngatji (the animals, birds and fish). According to these principles and contingent
beliefs the ‘environment’ cannot be compartmentalised: the land is Ngarrindjeri
and Ngarrindjeri are the land. All things are connected and interconnected.
Ngarrindjeri philosophy is based on maintaining the integrity of the relationship
between place and person. It is the responsibility of the living to maintain this
continuity. The past is not and cannot be separated from the here and now or the
future. To break connections between person and place is to violate Ngarrindjeri
culture. The objective in undertaking activities upon Ngarrindjeri country should be
to not cause violence to Ngarrindjeri culture.
(DEWNR 2013, p. 21)
The ‘Meeting of the Waters‘ was registered in 2009 under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA) and
includes the waters and the bed of the lakes, river and estuary.
In 2014 the Ngarrindjeri Nation and the South Australian Government entered into an agreement
known as the ‘Ngarrindjeri Speaking as Country Deed’ to facilitate a program of intervention to keep
the Murray Mouth open and support the health of ‘the Meeting of the Waters’ (see Appendix 5). The
following statements by Ngarrindjeri Rupelli (traditional leader), George Trevorrow (deceased) further
illustrate the importance of the area:
That’s what we’re talking about when we call it the meeting of the waters. Those
waters, once they start mixing, that is the spiritual waters of this area, and of the
Ngarrindjeri. This is where the major connections happen. This is the breeding place
for all the ngatji [totems], and everything that goes with the mixing of the water
underneath the water, so it’s very, very important to us spiritually, because those
things, as I said, they are closer than a friend to you. They are nearly almost part of
you. They speak to you, you speak to them, and this is the place where they all
come to.
(Trevorrow in Bell 2014, p. 563).
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Kumarangk (Hindmarsh Island), that area, is the central point for the Ngarrindjeri
people… that’s why our ngartjis are there. That’s the homeland. That’s their
area….That area is to us, that’s our creation area and that’s why so many of our
stories, of our beliefs and our culture and heritage all revolves from that area
outward upon the land of the Ngarrindjeri. It’s a rich environment. It supports all
the birdlife. You know, you could see that for yourself when you go there but to us
Ngarrindjeri people it’s a spiritual environment.
(Trevorrow in Bell 2014, pp. 569-70).
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi (Speaking as Country) is an expression of Ngarrindjeri rights and
responsibilities as ‘traditional owners’ and is centred on the philosophy that all things are connected.
The health of Ngarrindjeri people is thus inextricably linked to the health of Ngarrindjeri lands and
waters. Yannarumi is the expression of Ngarrindjeri responsibility to care for, speak for and exercise
cultural responsibility as Ruwe/Ruwar. It can be understood as a practice of reproductive
interconnected benefit (see Hemming et al. 2019). The North American concept of environmental
reproductive justice resonates with Ngarrindjeri Nation (re)building and Yannarumi assessments (see
Hoover 2018; Hemming et al. 2019). The enactment of reproductive interconnected benefit can be
understood as Speaking as Country (Yannarumi) – exercising the cultural responsibility for Ngarrindjeri
to care for, speak for and exercise cultural responsibility as Ngarrindjeri Ruwe/Ruwar. If the flows
between spirit, lands, waters, and all living things are not healthy and ‘appropriate’ then there will be
unhealthy outcomes for Ngarrindjeri. The character of these flows, and the relationships that produce
them, can be assessed and adjusted using a Yannarumi methodology enabling Ngarrindjeri leaders
(and their non-Indigenous partners) to identify the changes that are needed to support a healthy
Ngarrindjeri Nation (see Appendices 3, 7, 8 and 9).
The project team published an award-winning journal article, ‘Indigenous nation building for
environmental futures: Murrundi flows through Ngarrindjeri country’, addressing the relevance and
value of the Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi methodology to Indigenous nation (re)building and to water
planning and management in the MDB (Hemming et al. 2019).23 The following excerpt encapsulates
the translation, assessment and relational characteristics of Yannarumi:
Fundamentally connected to understandings of peaceful relations and
wellbeing, Yannarumi conveys the Ngarrindjeri conceptualisation of existence
as bound to the ecological conditions that provide, define and sustain life:
Ngarrindjeri cannot be considered as separate from the interconnected
lifeworld that is Ngarrindjeri Ruwe-Ruwar (lands, waters, body, spirit and all
living things). Consequently, Ngarrindjeri experience the devastation or wellness
of the ‘natural’ environment as an element of cultural wellbeing as a First
Nation. By ‘speaking as Country’ Ngarrindjeri act lawfully and authoritatively
according to the principles of ecological interconnectivity that define an
existential obligation to live carefully in relation to the lands and waters.
Yannarumi exercises the collective right and duty of Ngarrindjeri to protect,
preserve and foster all of the lifeforms that Country sustains, including the
cultural life of the community itself. Yannarumi therefore asserts the
rightfulness of Ngarrindjeri ways of being and knowing, based on Ruwe-Ruwar
as an Indigenous philosophy of relationality or interconnection (see Bignall,
Hemming, and Rigney 2016; Hemming and Rigney 2016).
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This rightful relationship between healthy people, healthy spirit and healthy
environment is interdependent and mutually reinforcing. A strong, confident
Indigenous nation with a secure decision-making authority can more effectively
‘speak as Country’ to determine better governance of water and wider
environmental policy; and a thriving and sustaining riverine ecology will in turn
support the cultural, spiritual, social and economic health of the Indigenous
Nation that has grown with it since time immemorial.
The Ngarrindjeri Nation therefore acts on the principle that water allocations
and river flows needed for the cultural, spiritual, social and economic health of
Indigenous Nations should be decided and controlled by the governing authority
of those Indigenous Nations, albeit now necessarily working in collaboration
with the other governments and governing agencies that operate on Indigenous
lands following colonisation. Indigenous water rights therefore should not
simply be ‘reflected’ in water policy that is produced, delivered and overseen by
a predominantly non-Indigenous planning body. Instead, the concept of
Indigenous water rights embedded in the notion of cultural flows should direct
the formation of water policy from a starting point of Indigenous sovereignty,
with Indigenous governments adequately resourced to participate equitably in
environmental co-governance.
Through Yannarumi, the Ngarrindjeri Nation is leading transformations towards
new understandings of ecology, science and governance that depart from
western notions of the human as central, superior and exceptional to other life
forms (see Howitt 2019; Jackson 2018; Johnson et al. 2016; Whyte, Caldwell,
and Schaefer 2018; Zanotti and Palomino-Schalscha 2016).
The evaluative relational framework of Yannarumi indeed helps partners in a
relationship to identify points of resonance and agreement, as well as points of
disagreement that should not be erased coercively for the sake of an imposed
‘consensus’. This framework thereby provides a foundation for finding future
accord, enabling a movement of general action to shift the Indigenous-colonial
conflict in the direction of de-colonial partnership (see Bignall 2011). In a settler
colonial context, Yannarumi therefore also conveys an understanding of the
respectful kind of relational agency required for the peaceful negotiation of
coexisting powers that may not necessarily have commensurate interests in an
ecosystem, or compatible methods for natural resource management and the
governance of interconnected lifeforms.
(Hemming et al. 2019, pp. 222-223)
It is important to emphasise that Ngarrindjeri leaders followed Yannarumi principles to negotiate the
historic whole-of-government KNYA and the Speaking as Country Deed 2014 (Appendix 5). Both are
critical agreements providing the political and ethical foundations for the project team’s collaborative
approach to developing positive transformations in water planning and NRM.
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3.2.4 PROJECT STAGES: CONDUCT AND ACTIVITIES
3.2.4.1 BACKGROUND
This project directly emerged from a series of projects and ongoing work designed to positively change
the relationship between NRM and the Ngarrindjeri Nation. Broadly speaking, the Ngarrindjeri
Yannarumi methodology provides a mechanism for translating Ngarrindjeri goals and interests into a
form that is understandable to non-Indigenous policy makers and planners. Most importantly, it can
be used to assess the impacts of non-Indigenous interventions into Ngarrindjeri lives.
The Yannarumi project methodology prioritised ‘two-way’ learning between DEW and Ngarrindjeri to
investigate potential adaptation of DEW’s existing water risk assessment process, based on the AS/NZS
ISO31000:2009 standard.24 This risk assessment international standard was adapted for use in water
planning by DEW (see DEWNR 2012). It is commonly used by the Australian Government and in the
private sector. It is very much a western risk assessment methodology and its application requires
critical assessment of its Eurocentric assumptions. The Ngarrindjeri team conducted an initial analysis
of Australian Government use of International Standards in NRM as a baseline for project
development. Ngarrindjeri wanted to know why First Nations were not effectively part of existing risk
assessment processes that formed the foundation of government planning. As argued previously, a
growing understanding of the significance of this gap was reinforced by emerging requirements for
early First Nation engagement under the new Basin Plan 2012.
Two-way learning and co-development occurred through a series of workshops and regular project
team meetings. The overarching Cultural Knowledge Agreement – Water Planning provided a safe
context to share knowledge and experiences and to co-develop solutions and new methodologies.25
Workshop participants were drawn from DEW, other state and Commonwealth agencies involved in
water planning and management, the Ngarrindjeri Nation, the Goyder Institute, Ngarrindjeri Jawun
partners and the university sector. In the first phase of the project, a methodology was developed and
tested that supported the translation and connection of Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessments into
water resource planning risk assessment. Bow-tie analysis involving the creation of a visual tool
referred to as the bow-tie diagram is used by DEW water planners to aid in risk identification and
analysis (see Figure 3). The DEW Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and Management
(RMFWPM) (DEWNR 2012) makes the following point about the value of this ‘tool’:
Bow-tie diagrams are used to display risks with a range of possible causes and
consequences and also identify current controls that are in place to prevent the
risk. This type of analysis is particularly useful where defined ‘events’ can be
recognised and has been promoted as the recommended tool for analysing
emergency risk in Australia (Emergency Management Committee, 2009).
(DEWNR 2012, p. 31)
The project team decided that this method, along with workshops, meetings and comparative risk
analysis (CRC) provided a suitable approach for creating an understandable connection with the
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi approach (see Appendix 2; Figures 3, 4, and 5).
Using Ngarrindjeri and non-Indigenous research methods and risk assessment methodologies, the
project identified linkages between the two processes and developed a replicable methodology that
protects and respects the integrity of Ngarrindjeri knowledge and expertise and further develops
Ngarrindjeri translation and engagement mechanisms. This translation and connection produced
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recommendations for changes to DEW’s Water Planning Risk Assessment Framework and the
development of new First Nations Engagement Guideline (Appendix 6). It also ensured that the conegotiated and developed agreements such as the KNYA 2009, the 2014 Speaking as Country Deed
and the Cultural Knowledge Agreement – Water Planning are recognised as key risk management
tools.
For example, the Deed and the KNYAs set out objectives assisting with the definition of the risk
management context. Typically, the level of risk is determined according to likelihood and
consequence, and in this context, consequence could be framed as deviation from the objectives of
these agreements. The formal agreements can also be considered a form of a risk management
framework. When risk is being analysed, the agreements can be identified as existing controls for risk
that affect the level of risk depending on their implementation and effectiveness. The context setting
phase of risk assessment was identified as critical to ensure the formal recognition of these
agreements and other national and international treaties, protocols and commitments. Importantly,
this highlighted the importance of identifying the relationship between First Nations and the
Australian Government (at all levels) as a key ‘value’ in any risk assessment process. When undertaking
the practical aspects of the risk management task, DEW’s risk management framework requires
identification and characterisation of ‘stakeholders’. Identifying First Nations as valued partners,
rather than ‘stakeholders’, fundamentally affects the whole risk management process, including
agreement of risk criteria, identifying, analysing and evaluating risk, and the treatment of
unacceptable risks. In the early phases of this project, the South Australian Government was formally
discussing treaties with South Australian First Nations. This made the articulation of key government
risk assessment processes with developing treaty relationships a high priority.26
It was initially intended that the project would apply the new methodology to assess risks to
Ngarrindjeri interests and values across South Australia’s three MDB Water Resource Plan areas.
Unfortunately, due to delays in project initiation, the project outcomes were carried out after the
MDB Water Resource Plans were submitted and accredited.27 Instead, a trial of the new methodology
was funded as an extension to the project and took the form of a Ngarrindjeri assessment of risks to
connected water sources in the MDB region.

Figure 3. Example of a bow-tie diagram from DEWNR (2012).
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3.2.4.2 Meetings, workshops and testing the new methodologies
Meetings
The project team met 11 times to: exchange information; plan workshops and presentations; jointly
develop methodologies for connecting Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi to DEW’s water risk assessment
approach; and to prepare for testing the methodologies. Formal minutes of these meetings are
maintained by DEW. The team included key DEW representatives (Hugh Wilson and Noelle
Overdevest) involved in water planning, who were able to share up-to-date experience and knowledge
of DEW’s water risk assessment methodologies and make recommendations designed to most
effectively adapt the existing DEW processes. DEW’s Manager of First Nations Partnerships and
Reconciliation, Lachlan Sutherland, provided broad connections across DEW’s programs and extensive
experience in working with Ngarrindjeri in NRM projects. Grant Rigney represented the Ngarrindjeri
Regional Authority (NRA) and the Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Corporation (NAC) on the project team.
Daryle Rigney, along with another team member Grant Rigney are both Ngarrindjeri citizens and
experts in NRM, water management and Indigenous nation (re)building. Steve Hemming and Amy
Della-Sale were also team members as non-Indigenous researchers with long-term experience in
working with the Ngarrindjeri Nation in major NRM and other programs. Team members attended
joint NRA/DEW Water Resource Planning SOC Working Group meetings and reported project progress
and emerging issues to this official working group (see Appendix 9).

Workshops
Workshops were a key mechanism to support the development of changes to DEW’s water planning
risk assessment to enable Indigenous values and uses to be taken into account. These workshops
provided an opportunity for key DEW staff, experts from other agencies and Ngarrindjeri
representatives, to share their approaches to risk assessment and to provide input into translation
and connecting methodologies. The two workshops focussed on ‘Two way sharing’ and
‘Testing/validating the draft translation methodology’ (see Appendices 11 and 12 for agendas).
Attendees were also contacted later to provide feedback on the effectiveness of the workshops. A key
message from these responses was the value of the workshop as a learning experience, information
sharing and in-depth discussion.
The first workshop, ‘Two way sharing’:
• introduced the project background and the purpose of the workshop;
• identified the Basin-wide policy gap in recognising Indigenous worldviews and interests in
water resource risk assessment;
• explained and applied Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi risk assessment to specific case studies –
Clayton Bay regulators, Ngarrindjeri Swan Egging, the Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe
Plan, and the KNYA Taskforce and existing risk management ‘tools’;
• introduced DEW’s water resource risk assessment and its application to the case study, the
River Murray Water Resource Plan; and
• facilitated a broad discussion of translation opportunities and challenges which reflected upon
the outcomes of the CLLMM projects as a basis for considering existing risk assessment
approaches based on the ISO standard.
The workshop inspired detailed discussions from a significant group of experts (22 attendees). The
discussion, questions and recommendations contributed to a review of DEW’s risk management
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framework for water planning and management. The following concluding summary was provided by
Daryle Rigney as the workshop convenor:
• South Australia is a great place to show to the world what mechanisms and tools we are
developing as an example of a progressive Indigenous nation.
• Other nation states under treaty are looking to the Ngarrindjeri model for examples of
collaborative futures beyond treaty.
• The project can make a broader contribution for strategising the interventions that drive
change.
The project team assessed the feedback from the first workshop and used it to further develop
translation and connection methodologies. Team members worked from their various areas of
expertise to co-develop recommendations for changes to DEW’s Water Planning Risk Assessment
Framework and to contribute to the development of DEW’s First Nations Engagement Guideline.
University-based members of the project team continued to conduct relevant literature searches to
identify useful ideas from other contexts. The Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi methodology provided the
foundations for the identification of required changes from an Indigenous perspective. These
proposals set the basis for the key project outcomes and prepared the team for the second workshop
to test the draft translation methodology.
The second workshop, ‘Testing the draft translation methodology’, was attended by DEW
representatives and project team members. The workshop focussed on the DEW’s Risk Assessment
Framework for Water Planning and Management working through key elements of a risk assessment
and the changes and adaptations that would bring Indigenous nations into the process. This discussion
moved to a preliminary testing of the draft methodology on the management of connected water
resources (from a Ngarrindjeri perspective applying the Yannarumi methodology). The workshop
participants had significant expertise in water and NRM planning making the overall discussion
extremely useful to the project team. Importantly, the opportunity to critically examine existing DEW
processes and to make recommendations for policy change, addressed the pedagogical aims of the
project and directly supported the process of potential policy change. The following is a summary of
the recommendations arising from the workshop:
• Consider a review of risk assessment definitions to make them inclusive / remove potential
barriers
• DEW and Landscape SA Boards need to budget resources to engage and support First Nations
capacity to engage in risk assessment processes:
i. Gender, authority and governance considerations need to be taken into
account
• Incorporate First Nations policy context, including:
i. Recognising the existence of Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi and different
worldviews
ii. Considering agreements, protocols, recognition, rights and interests
iii. Recognising Native Title determination and rights
iv. A Map of Nation and determined areas for assessment team
• Maintaining a Country-based approach even where the geographical scope of the risk
assessment does not align:
• Create equity in objective setting and space for First Nations objectives by:
i. Acknowledging the shared and different sets of objectives and interests
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

ii. Make objectives visible and ensure they are part of the discussion, including
discussing those that may not be consequential to the risk assessment at hand
(without the objectives in full – all things connected)
iii. First Nations WRP objectives and or other objectives being identified during
this stage
First Nations preference for individual or group engagement process discussed and followed.
i. Group context setting and risk identification and analysis.
Agreed principles identified:
i. For example, inequity between SA Government and First Nations discussed
up front
A restorative approach is required for a number of Ngarrindjeri objectives
Process is not necessarily about improving or maintaining positions
Existing exclusions from water rights and interests needs different approaches
Bow-tie methodology expanded to show interconnections between consequences and
objectives – improved visual and enable participants to better conceptualise.
Embed these recommendations in DEW’s water planning policies and water resource
management process.

Project team members provided a summation of the workshop discussions:
• A range of opportunities were identified
• The focus was on context setting, recognising what is in place and innovations, including:
i. First Nations objectives integrated
ii. Visually linking objectives into the bowtie – pathways
iii. Definitions and principles outlined
iv. Appropriate context setting enables planning to occur
• Established practice that First Nations interests are embedded in process
• New Guideline and policy should direct this for the risk assessment team
• Logistics in water resource and water allocation planning processes - link requirements to
planning processes
• Next steps within Department
• Approach as a developing process – set of recommendations to create shift
Key project outcomes:
The outputs of these initial workshops were used by the project team to design potential changes to
the DEW’s Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and Management to support better
engagement with First Nations peoples. A draft First Nations Engagement Guideline was also
developed to support DEW and First Nations in the complex process of engaging First Nations in water
planning risk assessment.

Trialling recommendations in a specific risk assessment – Ngarrindjeri connected water
resources in the SA Murray Region
An additional project activity included a focussed trial bringing the Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi
methodology into a specific risk assessment (Ngarrindjeri connected water resources in the South
Australian Murray Region). The trial consolidated the development of a translation and connecting
methodology using the previously completed SA Murray Region Water Resource Plan (WRP) Risk
Assessment as a baseline. It applied and tested the recommended changes to the existing DEW risk
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assessment process described above. The recommended adaptations to the risk assessment
framework provided the ‘connecting methodology’ between Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi and the risk
assessment process by:
• expanding the context setting to consider legislative and policy settings relating to First
Nations rights and First Nations interests.
• creating a new risk category in addition to the existing categories of ‘Risk to the Resource’ and
‘Risk to Community Values’ in DEW’s Risk Assessment Framework.
o This new category focussed on risks to First Nations Speaking as Country (including
risks to First Nations; the relationship between First Nations and their Country; the
relationship between the state and First Nations; and damaging or losing First Nations
partnerships/ knowledge unique to Australia).28
• Recognition that First Nation interests are also broad ranging and need to be taken into
account in all categories of risk.
As such, the trial successfully consolidated the research project’s objective of developing a translation
and connecting methodology using the previously completed SA Murray Region Water Resource Plan,
Risk Assessment as a baseline.
Two risk assessment workshops for the trail were held that brought together Ngarrindjeri Nation
representatives (from the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority and Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Corporation)
with project team members and the DEW’s water planner responsible for overseeing a review of
DEW’s Water Planning Risk Assessment Framework. A further DEW water planner with some
experience in First Nations engagement, but not part of the project team, was asked to utilise the
project’s policy recommendations to coordinate the risk assessment workshops. Ngarrindjeri were
engagement in the workshops.
Each workshop extended over a half-day and the participants attended both workshops. The first
workshop (18th November 2019) facilitated key decisions about the context, scale, timeframes (at least
three generations) and the overall approach. The importance of the Cultural Knowledge AgreementWater Planning was reiterated to set the basis for discussions and to ensure respect and protection
for Ngarrindjeri knowledge. It was agreed that the Risk Register produced as an outcome of the
workshops would be co-shared with the proviso that DEW ensured that Ngarrindjeri cultural
ownership is understood and respected. The workshop objectives included in the workshop’s ‘Context
setting notes’ indicate the scope and approach taken during the risk assessment:
Why is a risk assessment needed? What are the objectives? [Establish the Context – Step
1 DEW Process]
• To test the preceding outputs from the project, including the engagement
guidelines and suggested changes to the Risk Management Framework;
• create opportunities for learning for both DEW and Ngarrindjeri;
• Identify risks to Ngarrindjeri values and interests to support Ngarrindjeri
assessment of these risks in any risk assessment process for water planning and
management;
• support potential adaptation of DEW’s processes and policies towards improved
First Nations inclusion in planning and risk assessment;
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•
•
•
•

understand how the South Australian government values its relationships with
First Nations peoples;
adhere to State, National and International laws and commitments
foster relationships between families and with Country;
and, evaluate whether the revised risk assessment process provides for
consideration of First Nations peoples’ ways of being and their priorities, interests
and goals.

The workshop discussion included the preliminary identification of risk sources, events and
consequences (see DEWNR 2012 for the method). The inclusion of Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority
goals and objectives was confirmed as being crucial to the risk assessment and this was now possible
through the consideration of the new risk category. Ngarrindjeri terms for consequence
levels/categories were also developed (Table 1). A smaller scale testing of the risk assessment
methodology in preparation for the second workshop was undertaken for the Management Plan for
the South Australian Commercial Lakes and Coorong Fishery (PIRSA 2016). This was used as an existing
risk control mechanism and involved applying the proposed new category of risk to First Nations. The
following insights were included in the workshop notes:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Education of planners at the start, including package of information and Cultural Knowledge
Agreement clause/procedure. Consider how to ensure this knowledge is retained and
broadened out across DEW.
Diversity of knowledge holders: there is work to do to fill in the gaps, not all people hold
knowledge.
Planners should understand that just because people do not speak about an issue, this does
not mean they do not know, maybe they are not permitted to share.
Connection with Ngartji [totem] critical as seen by Ngarrindjeri as family member – there is
no separation between people and place.
New principle ‘Inclusive of First Nations peoples interests and worldviews’.
Need to know where we are coming from – before we know where we are going. Work to do
for some Ngarrindjeri to learn, find out about what leaders have put in place for them. There
is need for resources to support First Nations specific cultural and nation-based education
(civics).
Past, present and future are all connected in unique ways for First Nations peoples –
assessment needs to consider these – not just forward looking.
There needs to be a focus on risk to things that are ‘valued’ not ‘values’ [Ngarrindjeri values
are Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge and law].
Knowledge of the broader First Nations rights/International obligations was considered
important for all DEW staff, not just water planners – having it as part of risk assessment [is]
just another opportunity for it to become well-known.
Risk Category elements: Risk to First Nations – families, nations and inter-nation relationships;
Risks to relationship with government (at all levels) – not just state government.

The second workshop (9th December 2018) focussed on connected water sources in the South
Australian River Murray region. The risk assessment workshop methodology and outcomes are
reflected in the Ngarrindjeri bow-tie diagram and the table of consequence categories for connected
water sources (Figures 4 and 5). The bow-tie diagram summaries the risk pathways between water
resource management and Ngarrindjeri goals and objectives. The diagram provides a Ngarrindjeri
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representation of the interconnections between: sources of risk; events characterised in Ngarrindjeri
terms as ‘flows’; consequences framed around the proposed new category of risk to First Nations; and
their impacts on Ngarrindjeri goals, objectives and ways of being. It is important to note that from a
Ngarrindjeri perspective these flows represent a complex relationship of potentially interconnected,
reproductive benefit (Bignall, Hemming and Rigney 2016; Hemming and Rigney 2016; Hemming et al.
2019). From a Ngarrindjeri nation building perspective, the consequences of an active and a healthy
Ngarrindjeri nation creates beneficial flows towards the agencies of the state. The mixing of these
flows, channelled through respectful relations (such KNYAs or a treaty) has the potential to create
healthy outcomes for the lands, waters, all people and all living things. The Ngarrindjeri consequence
category ‘positive impact’ takes into account this conceptualisation of healthy flows and relationships
producing beneficial consequences (Table 1). In this case the Ngarrindjeri consequence categories
associated with ‘positive impact’ are Ngroi (pleased, disposed towards wellbeing) and Katjeri
(beautiful, healthy, lawful, reproductive).
The Ngarrindjeri bow-tie diagram and the table of consequence categories integrate Ngarrindjeri
cultural knowledge, apply a Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment methodology and remain the
property of the Ngarrindjeri nation. They are being shared to communicate and demonstrate the
inclusion of a new category of risk in DEW’s Risk Management Framework: Risks to First Nations
peoples. Other First Nations may view risks to Country in different ways. The diagram/framework
‘Recovering Ngarrindjeri wellbeing’ provides an indication of how Ngarrindjeri represent the ongoing
impacts of colonisation on Ngarrindjeri wellbeing (Appendix 7). These representations and
assessments include key concepts such as: flow; relationship; responsibility; reproduction rather than
production; and whiteness.
Recommended improvements to the risk assessment framework and engagement guideline were
collated by the project team. Overall, the trial enabled a refinement of project recommendations,
identified gaps and uncertainties and consolidation the primary research objective to develop a
connecting methodology and processes to translate Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi into water risk
assessment.
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Sources of risk

Events

Impacts on
Ngarrindjeri
Nation

Government Policy and
Programs and changes to
Programs
Insufficient capacity to
engage with, and
understanding of, First
Nations/Ngarrindjeri context
in Government departments

Insufficient Ngarrindjeri
capacity to engage with, and
understanding of,
Government policy and
programs
Climate change/extreme
weather events

Changes in management of
water upstream
(infrastructure, diversion
etc.)
Changes in diversion and
use of water in South
Australia
Infrastructure affecting
natural flow regimes in SA

Consequences

Changes in flow
of basic
Ngarrindjeri
rights/
Responsibilities:
•
•
•
•

Opportunities
Security
Authority
Responsibility
for Country

Changes to the
flow of waters:
• Changes in
health of
Ngarrindjeri
lands and
waters
• Blockages in the
system of
diversions
• Amount and
Quality of water

Impacts on the
relationship
between
Ngarrindjeri
and their
Country
Impacts on the
relationship
between the
State/
Commonwealth
Government
and Ngarrindjeri
Impacts on the
relationship
between
Ngarrindjeri
and other First
Nations
Impacts on
Ngarrindjeri
partnerships/
knowledge
unique to
Australia

Goals/Objectives
For our people, children
and descendants to be
healthy and enjoy our
healthy lands and waters.
To see our lands and
waters healthy and
spiritually alive.
To see our closest friends –
our Ngarjis healthy and
spiritually alive.
For our people to continue
to occupy and benefit from
our lands and waters.
To see all people respecting
our laws and living in
harmony with our lands
and waters.

Strong culture
Sovereign First Nation
Secure Future
Healthy Country
Confident people
Creative economy
Respected history
Regional leader

Diagram summarises an assessment of risks to Ngarrindjeri goals and objectives related to water resource management. The assessment
was undertaken by Ngarrindjeri and the Department for Environment and Water (DEW) in late 2019 as part of the project Translating
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi into water resource risk assessment, a Goyder Institute for Water Research project conducted by the Ngarrindjeri
Aboriginal Corporation, the University of Technology Sydney and DEW. The diagram integrates Ngarrindjeri cultural knowledge, applied
a Yannarumi assessment methodology and remains the property of the Ngarrindjeri Nation. The diagram is being shared to communicate
and demonstrate the inclusion of a new category of risk in the DEW Risk Management Framework: Risks to First Nations peoples. Other
First nations may view risks to Country in different ways.

Figure 4. Bow-tie diagram for the assessment of risks to Ngarrindjeri objectives and outcomes related to water resource
management.
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**Ngarrindjeri
consequence
category
Meraldi

Ngarrindjeri descriptor

Water quantity and/or quality effects on
connected water resources having
major impact on the environmental
and/or beneficial use values of that
resource.

Wurangi

Destructive,
unlawful,
disrespectful,
uncaring, damaging

Moderate

Water quantity and/or quality effects on
connected water resources having
moderate impact on the environmental
and/or beneficial use values of that
resource.

Blewillin

Unhealthy, sick, damaged

Minor

Water quantity and/or quality effects on
connected water resources having
minor impact on the environmental
and/or beneficial use values of that
resource.

Pritji, Wurreng-wulun

Strong, sorrowful

Insignificant

Water quantity and/or quality effects on
connected water resources having
insignificant impact on the environmental
and/or beneficial use values of that resource.
Ngroi

Pleased, disposed
towards wellbeing

Katjeri

Beautiful, healthy,
lawful, reproductive

Consequence
category

Descriptor

Catastrophic

Water quantity and/or quality effects on
connected water resources having
catastrophic impact on the environmental
and/or beneficial use values of that resource.

Major

Positive impact*

Un-living, dry, unreproductive, still important

* For Ngarrindjeri risks involve opportunities and consequences can be positive and negative
** Ngarrindjeri consequence criteria do not necessarily align to DEW’s categories and are being shared to communicate
and demonstrate the inclusion of a new category of risk in the DEW Risk Management Framework: Risks to First Nations
peoples. Other First Nations may view risks to Country in different ways and utilise different descriptors.

Table 1. Consequence categories for connected water sources – Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi project.
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3.3 Summary of project outcomes
3.3.1 COMPLETED PROJECT ELEMENTS
Specific project outcomes include:
•

A literature review – A review of national and international contexts regarding the integration
of Indigenous knowledge, values and wellbeing into natural resources management risk
assessments.

•

A workshop to share assessment processes – For DEW staff to improve their understanding
of the Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment process and for Ngarrindjeri to improve their
understanding of the DEW water risk assessment process. For DEW staff, Ngarrindjeri and
researchers to better understand how these two processes can connect. The project team ran
several workshops providing an opportunity for co-learning and the co-development of new
methodologies and policy.

•

The development and testing of a translating mechanism – Created a connecting
methodology and process to translate Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi assessment into water
resource risk assessment.29 This connecting methodology is best summarised in the
Ngarrindjeri bowtie diagram (Figure 4). This methodology produced recommended changes
to the DEW Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and Management and a draft
First Nations Engagement Guideline. These recommendations and new policy instruments
have broader application value to the engagement of other First Nations in water planning
risk assessment. A key policy change related to the inclusion of a new category of risk creating
a space for First Nations to speak to – Risks to First Nations peoples, including the following
sub-categories:
• Risks to First Nations and their Country;
• Risks to First Nations relationship with their Country;
• Risks to relationships between First Nations;
• Risks to First Nations relationships with government, including loss of
partnerships and knowledge unique to Australia.

•

A Ngarrindjeri water resource risk assessment - A Ngarrindjeri risk assessment of connected
water sources in the River Murray region was completed. In particular, the assessment
applied and incorporated the complex translation methodology that was developed to
connect Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi to an assessment of the connected water sources in the
River Murray region. The Ngarrindjeri bow-tie diagram provides the template the adapted
bow-tie methodology. This process of translation and connection produced the new
category of risks to First Nations peoples essential to creating the link to Ngarrindjeri
nation’s goals and objectives. Ngarrindjeri categories of risk (Table 1) were developed and
applied to assessments of several specific sources of risk. The resulting Risk Register is held
by DEW and is jointly Ngarrindjeri/DEW owned.
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•

The adaptation of DEW’s risk assessment process – The adapted water risk assessment
methodology and process (based on the AS/NZS ISO31000) will better connect with First
Nation health and wellbeing principles.

The project also builds on partnerships between DEW, the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority and Flinders
University through the Coorong, Lower Lakes and Murray Mouth (CLLMM) Ngarrindjeri Partnerships
Project. This project has been informed by previous Goyder Institute research projects (partnerships
between the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority and Flinders University):
• Indigenous engagement in environmental water planning, research and management:
Innovations in South Australia’s Murray-Darling Basin Region (Hemming and Rigney 2014)
• Restoring Murray Futures: Incorporating Indigenous knowledge, values and interests into
environmental water planning in the Coorong and Lakes Alexandrina and Albert Ramsar
Wetland (Hemming and Rigney 2016)

3.3.2 ADOPTION AND IMPACT IN DEW WATER PLANNING AND NRM
DEW is involved in the project. As an outcome of the project, DEW are currently undertaking a review
of the DEW Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and Management based on eight years
of implementation. The project’s recommendations to the Framework are being integrated into the
review. The draft First Nations Engagement Guideline has been further developed and is currently
undergoing internal and external DEW consultation. An endorsed Guideline was envisaged by June
2020.

3.3.3 SUMMARY OF BROADER PROJECT IMPACTS
The current project has had a number of broader project impacts, including:
• Strengthening South Australia’s water resource planning risk assessment processes by
creating a potential mechanism for the incorporation of risks to First Nations peoples.
• Identifying of management strategies to minimise identified risks to First Nations peoples.
• Contributing to the increased capacity of South Australian water resource planning, and
broader water planning, to consider the ‘quadruple bottom line’ (cultural, social, economic
and environment aspects).
• Improving the alignment of South Australia’s planning approaches with International
conventions such as the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(UNDRIP 2007).
• Further aligning water planning risk assessments with government commitments to respectful
relations with First Nations peoples.
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4 Comparison to international literature
4.1 United States of America and Canadian context
First Nation authors in the United States of America (USA) and Canada, and their non-Indigenous
colleagues, have critiqued the quantitative risk assessment process used by government and industry
since the 1990s (see Harris and Harper 1997; Wolfley 1997; Harris 2000; O’Neill 2000; 2003; Arquette
et al. 2002; Cirone 2005; Nolan 2009; Donatuto et al. 2011; Holified 2011; 2012; Harper et al. 2012
and Arsenault et al. 2019). Central to these papers is the argument that ecological and human health
risk assessment processes do not adequately reflect the culture, values and lifeways of First Nation
people but instead use narrow expressions of what constitutes health and wellbeing by focussing on
the physiological effects of risk (see Arquette et al. 2002; Donatuto et al. 2011; Donatuto et al. 2016).
As a consequence, other sources of exposure and harm that may impact social and cultural
(‘intangible’) aspects of health which are fundamentally linked to the health and wellbeing of
Indigenous people are overlooked (Donatuto, et al. 2011). For example, conventional ‘human’ health
risk assessments fail to account for the exposure patterns to contaminants experienced by First
Nations people through their subsistence Tribal lifeways (O’Neill 2000; Donatuto, Satterfield and
Gregory 2011; Hoover 2018). Researchers have argued that the failure to consider the unique context
for First Nation peoples in risk assessments is a violation of their sovereign rights under treaties,
agreements and statutory obligations (see Wolfey, 1997; O’Neill, 2000; Whyte 2018). Despite
advances in some areas by non-Indigenous governments to integrate Indigenous health concerns and
priorities into risk assessments (see Ranco et al. 2011; Arsenault 2019), there is still considerable work
to be done around enacting changes to the western human risk assessment process in these contexts.
In response, some First Nation researchers and their colleagues have developed models that articulate
with existing processes (Harris 1998; Harris 2000; Harper et al. 2002; Harris and Harper 2011; Harper
et al. 2012). Others have developed new models for First Nations to use in parallel with other risk
assessment frameworks and inform new policy (see for example: Donatuto et al. 2011; Donatuto et
al. 2016; Donatuto et al. 2019).
In brief, this substantial body of literature clearly illustrates that the methodologies, aims and goals of
the Yannarumi project are not isolated, but part of a broader, long standing and ongoing agenda by
First Nation peoples internationally.

4.2 Australian context
In Australia, there are limited published studies that discuss specific Indigenous led risk assessment
models. There are, however, a number of examples involving input from Indigenous people into an
existing risk assessment process lead by scientists (Robinson et al. 2014; Jackson et al. 2015;
Carmichael 2017; Gollan et al. 2019). In one study, Indigenous knowledge supported a risk assessment
of alternative flow scenarios in the Daly River region in the Northern Territory (Jackson et al. 2015).
Ultimately, the Indigenous knowledge influenced western scientific understanding of the flow
requirements for freshwater fish. This information was then used to inform conceptual models and
the structure of quantitative risk assessment tools designed to understand the vulnerability of
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particular fish to low flow. In this case the focus of this work was the integration of Indigenous
knowledge by experts into existing western scientific risk assessment quantitative models rather than
the development of a new model for the risk assessment process.
A recent study by Gaw et al. (2019), provides an overview of the current status of Indigenous
engagement in environmental risk assessments. The study identified 76 priority scientific research
questions to advance understanding of how environmental stressors impact environmental quality. It
was found that mechanisms to integrate Indigenous knowledge and values into decision-making in
this area were poorly formulated. The authors argued for regionally specific protocols developed
collaboratively by scientists and engineers internationally to integrate Indigenous knowledge and
values during the stage of identifying ecosystem protection goals within environmental risk
assessments and management efforts more broadly (Gaw et al. 2019, p. 927).
In the discipline of disaster risk management, recent papers have highlighted that there are limited
established consistent frameworks for undertaking risk assessments with Indigenous peoples
(Spurway 2019; Thomassin et al. 2019). Spurway (2019) suggested that the lack of published risk
assessment models may also be because risk assessment on ‘Country’ is generally part of the broader
local and regional Indigenous land management practice. For example, approaches to NRM planning
and management by some Indigenous groups in the Kimberley suggest that there may be processes
in place to facilitate Indigenous led risk assessment models in land management contexts (Leonard et
al. 2015; O’Fairchellaigh 2017; Austin et al. 2019; Poelina et al 2019).
In another study, Gollan et al. (2019) provided a synopsis of the process and results from a Threat and
Risk Assessment (TARA) conducted by the Marine Estate Management Authority (MEMA) in the New
Sout Wales. Essentially, it provides insight into the approach adopted by an Australian state
government to a large scale regional environmental risk assessment that incorporated threats and
risks to community social, cultural and economic values (MEMA 2015a, 2015b; BMT WBM (2017). The
process involved some targeted Aboriginal engagement at various stages and included interviews to
establish benefits and threats (five representative coastal Aboriginal groups) and 10 workshops
around the draft TARA (Origin Communications 2017). A cultural technical group made up of
Aboriginal MEMA representatives also reviewed feedback and submissions relating to Aboriginal
identified risks before the final TARA report was developed. A literature review that identified
Aboriginal benefits and threats in the NSW marine area was also used to ‘inform’ the draft TARA,
alongside the data from the interviews and community survey (Feary 2015; Schnierer 2015).
In brief, this review provides further evidence that outcomes from this project have the potential to
make a significant and innovative contribution to Australian NRM risk management.

4.3 Indigenous developed and led models
The two models outlined below and examples of Indigenous developed and led models. They were
developed in response to the USA Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) risk assessment
framework, which seeks to determine harmful impacts to the environment and human health
resulting from exposure to contamination and other environmental stressors (See Cirone 2005;
Johnson and Ranco 2011). Both Confederated Tribes of the Umattilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) and
the Coastal Salish Swinomish tribal community have treaty relationships with the USA Government.
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4.3.1 THE CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF THE UMATILLA INDIAN RESERVATION
SUBSISTENCE EXPOSURE TRIBAL SCENARIO METHODOLOGY
The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation (CTUIR) have developed a methodology
that reviews and measures actual exposure scenarios experienced by tribal communities in response
to environmental contamination. This tool, which is known as the ‘subsistence exposure tribal
scenario’ methodology is used to support quantitative risk assessment processes undertaken on tribal
lands by government agencies (Harris and Harper 1997, 2000, 2011; Harper and Harris 2000; Harper
et al. 2002, 2012). The scenarios are developed using interviews and other ecological research,
combined with information regarding contamination on tribal lands to estimate dose and risk to tribal
communities. According to Harper et al. (2012), undertaking a proper risk assessment for future
environmental remediation of tribal lands requires an ‘understanding of traditional patterns of natural
resource use, and the translation of this understating into the conventional risk assessment format’.
The authors have worked with a number of groups across the USA to develop tribal exposure scenarios
including the Spokane tribes and others (Harper et al. 2012). Harper et al. (2012) provides a good
overview of the work undertaken and provides a general model, and an example.

4.3.2 SWINOMISH INDIAN TRIBAL COMMUNITY INDIGENOUS HEALTH INDICATOR
FRAMEWORK
The Coast Salish Swinomish tribal community in Washington State USA have developed an Indigenous
Health Indicator (IHI) framework to help them assess tribal health impacts from contaminated lands
and waters (Donatuto et al. 2011; Donatuto et al. 2016; Ranco et al. 2011). This framework helps to
identify, measure and evaluate intangible values that are fundamental to the definition of Indigenous
health in the context of environmental change (Donatuto et al. 2011; Donatuto et al. 2016). The IHI
framework was developed using multiple methods, including tribal community interviews, tribal
records, published international definitions of Indigenous health and other previous research to
develop health measures for Indigenous peoples. The tool was originally thought to be used within
existing risk assessment framework, but it was realised that the indicators were not compatible with
conventional quantitative risk assessment and should be used in parallel with the conventional
methods.
The IHI framework comprises six IHIs - community connection, natural resources security, cultural use,
education self-determination, and resilience. Each IHI has a number of descriptive attributes, which
are measured and weighted during the evaluation of particular scenarios by the community. The IHI
framework is able to inform and amend policy and regulation within the field of human health risk
assessment, but also be flexible enough to be modified to fit each community so that they assess their
own health and wellbeing. The tool has also been recently used to assess climate change risk
(Donutato et al. 2019).
This latter case study has much in common with the Yannarumi model because of its emphasis on
health and wellbeing and the way the model has been developed through continual refinement and
testing with the community.
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5 Conclusions and recommendations
The Murray-Darling Basin Plan (2012) requires Australian Basin states to take into account risks to
Indigenous values and uses associated with water. This Goyder Institute project has developed a
workable and socially just method for conducting water resource risk assessments that more
effectively brings together Indigenous leaders, scientists and water planners. This has required
collaboration between University-based researchers, Ngarrindjeri researchers, water planners and
natural resource management specialists, to translate and connect Indigenous risk assessment to
existing water planning risk assessment. The research relied on a long-term partnership between
DEW, the Ngarrindjeri Nation, the Goyder Institute for Water Research and university-based
researchers.30 This project was both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary, but most importantly was
successful because of strong Indigenous leadership and DEW’s commitment to policy improvement.
It relied on several decades of negotiations and partnerships between the Ngarrindjeri Nation and the
State of South Australia. Previous collaborations had produced a series of award-winning innovations
in NRM, including formal agreements and risk management tools that laid the foundation to provide
the translation and connecting methodologies used in this project to significantly modify DEW’s
existing Risk Management Framework for Water Planning and Management.
This project has translated Ngarrindjeri risk assessment, connected it to existing South Australian
water resource risk assessment and produced a new method for the identification of risks to First
Nations in water planning and management. These outcomes have direct implications for the
important challenges in the MDB for improving the long-term management of this crucial Australian
river system. It is hoped that the outcomes of this project will enable First Nations to more effectively
include their priorities, values and uses in the ongoing care for river systems, and NRM more generally.
A crucial element of the improved engagement strategy was the development of a set of First Nations
Engagement Guidelines that should also have broader applicability to improved planning relationships
between First Nations and non-Indigenous parties. We envisage that this research will make an
important contribution to improving Indigenous wellbeing, increasing Indigenous self-determination
and moving towards a just relationship between First Nations and the Australian State.
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi has equivalences amongst Indigenous nations internationally and it can be
understood as a form of ‘Indigenous Environmental Studies and Sciences’. Kyle Powys Whyte (2018,
p. 138) argues that:
Indigenous Environmental Studies and Sciences (IESS) is an emerging field that
centers Indigenous historical heritages, living intellectual traditions, research
approaches, education practices, and political advocacy to investigate how
humans can live respectfully within dynamic ecosystems.
This project has advanced assessments of risk to the ecological health of non-Indigenous management
entities, such as ‘connected water sources’, to take into account political, legal, human rights and
justice issues. In western settler democracies such as Australia, New Zealand, the USA and Canada,
principles and commitments from international treaties such as the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) should be important reference points for the risk assessments
that underpin new policies and new plans.
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Recently, project team members, Steve Hemming, Daryle Rigney and Grant Rigney, along with
colleagues, Simone Bignall and Shaun Berg argued that:
In a settler colonial context, Yannarumi therefore also conveys an understanding
of the respectful kind of relational agency required for the peaceful negotiation
of coexisting powers that may not necessarily have commensurate interests in an
ecosystem, or compatible methods for natural resource management and the
governance of interconnected lifeforms.
(Hemming et al. 2019, pp. 223)
Ngarrindjeri Yannarumi has provided a form of engagement and assessment that has been mutually
enriching. It has enabled Indigenous philosophies and ways of being to inform new non-Indigenous
understandings, that better respond to the health needs of both people and environment, and so
translate to more effective policy solutions. This has resulted in an enrichment of conceptual and
scientific understanding for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants, who have begun to
develop a new understanding of where cross-cultural philosophical synergies lie and may be utilised
for maximum mutual benefit.
Creative indigenous resilience is interwoven with the health of many internationally recognised river
systems and wetlands and this complex relationship has continued for many thousands of years (see
Toussaint, Sullivan and Yu 2005; Birckhead et al. 2011; Jackson and Palmer 2015; Cosens and Chaffin
2016; Hemming and Rigney 2016; Whyte et al. 2018). This project is important evidence of this
Indigenous resilience and that the creative agency is often under-valued, misunderstood or absent
from international NRM literature.

5.1 Recommendations
Based on the findings of this study, a number of recommendations are made for improvements to
water resource risk assessment and management and more general recommendations for increasing
Indigenous self-determination and agency in Australian water and NRM planning. We recommend
that:
1. DEW’s First Nations Engagement Guidelines be applied across DEW programs and in other
relevant South Australian Government sectors.
2. Where possible risk assessments (and research projects) adopt a collaborative engaged model
to more effectively support policy change and co-education.
3. Policy and planning align with the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP) and other international treaties and protocols.
4. The UNDRIP is utilised by DEW as a framework for developing risk criteria.
5. The new category of risk to First Nations identified by this project should be considered for
adoption in water planning risk assessment in South Australia, and more broadly in Australia.
6. Indigenous nations should be supported to continue their unique roles in the reproduction of
healthy rivers systems. This principle should be prioritised as a critical and socially just
component of ‘wise-use’ and a test of responsible management.
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7. Indigenous people need to be recognised as experts in risk assessment and the mechanisms
for engagement with this expertise should be formalised through agreements with First
Nations.
8. Formal protection for First Nation knowledge needs to established in all risk assessments
involving such knowledge.
9. The water resource risk assessment methodologies developed in this project should be trialled
in other parts of the MDB.
10. The former South Australian Aboriginal Regional Authorities policy and the KNYA taskforce
engagement model should be valued for their contributions to Indigenous capacity building,
respectful relations and innovations in natural resource management.31

5

Indigenous wellbeing and Murray futures is used here as a heading here to draw attention to this project’s
fundamental Ngarrindjeri objective, shared with members of the project’s research team, to develop policies
and practices that improve Indigenous wellbeing, respect Indigenous ways of being and create pathways
towards just futures.
6

We use the term ‘Country’ to represent Indigenous understandings of life-worlds that do not incorporate a
fundamental western divide between nature and human. For Ngarrindjeri the concept Ruwe/Ruwar (lands,
waters, all living things, body and spirit) can be translated as ‘Country’.
7

Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe (Sea Country) represents the interconnected characteristics of Ngarrindjeri
Country, incorporating the concept of Ruwe/Ruwar (lands, waters, all living things, body and spirit) and what
we describe as principles of ‘reciprocal interconnected benefit’.
8

By 2017 South Australia was beginning a process of negotiating treaties with First Nations. In 2018, with a
change of governments, this offer of treaties was withdrawn by the incoming conservative Liberal
Government.
9

See Ngarrindjeri Nation Yarluwar-Ruwe Plan (2006) for an account of the devastating impacts of colonisation
for the Ngarrindjeri nation. Howitt, Haven and Veland (2012) argue that colonialism continues to be the most
significant disaster for Indigenous peoples.
10

More recently the Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Corporation (NAC) has become involved in water planning and
currently has a contract with DEW to undertake Ngarrindjeri work under the Living Murray Program.
11

During the course of the project University-based researchers moved from Flinders University (SA) to the
University of Technology Sydney. The project is a Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority with a final deliverable
bringing in the comparatively recent Ngarrindjeri Aboriginal Corporation (NAC) due to Ngarrindjeri research
team members internal Ngarrindjeri organisational arrangements.
12

DEW was formerly the Department for Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR).
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13

We argue that this continuing negative disposition is a direct consequence of the absence of treaties in
Australia (see Hemming et al. 2019).
14

Daryle Rigney was lead negotiator for the Ngarrindjeri Nation and Steve Hemming was also part of the
negotiating team.
15

It is important to note that this Goyder Yannarumi project was named in the MDB WRP and associated risk
assessment documents as a priority SA government project designed to produce an improved water resource
planning risk assessment with the capability of identifying and addressing risks to Indigenous values and
interests (see DEW 2019 South Australian River Murray Water Resource Plan Area Risk Assessment, DEW
Technical report; DEW 2019, South Australian River Murray Water Resource Plan 2019, SA Department of
Environment and Water, Adelaide, pp.154-155).
16

The Ngarrindjeri governance working party’s primary role was to develop a proposal for the Ngarrindjeri
Nation to establish a new peak body. This led to the establishment of the Ngarrindjeri Regional Authority as the
Nation’s peak body. The working party was chaired by the Ngarrindjeri Rupelli, George Trevorrow (deceased).
The Rupelli is the head of the traditional Ngarrindjeri government called the Tendi. The Tendi was formally reestablished in the mid-1980s, making public the Ngarrindjeri processes of decision making that had continued
to function from the time of European invasion and colonisation.
17

South Australia was established in 1836 as a British colony and became a State of the newly formed
Commonwealth of Australia in 1901.
18

In 2007 on the lands of the Lummi Nation, United States, the Ngarrindjeri nation represented by Daryle
Rigney signed an historic treaty with eleven Indigenous nations from Canada, United States and New Zealand –
see http://www.indigenousnationstreaty.org/. In 2017 the Ngarrindjeri Nation began a process of treaty
negotiation with the South Australian Government. It has only been in the last few years that State
Governments such as South Australia and Victoria have entertained the possibilities of treaties with Indigenous
peoples. In 2018 a conservative government was elected in South Australia and this government has declared
that it will not negotiate treaties with First Nations.
19

The South Australian Department for Environment and Heritage (DEH) is developing a Long-Term Plan for
the Coorong, Murray Mouth and Lower Lakes (CLLMM) region in partnership with the community, scientists
and industry. This is part of the South Australian Government’s $610 million Murray Futures program, funded
by the Australian Government’s Water for the Future program.
20

Ngarrindjeri learned from engagement in the CLLMM Ramsar/ECD project that the characteristics of
Ngarrindjeri Yarluwar-Ruwe had been defined by western science and other non-Indigenous interests in the
ECD, and that this definition formed the basis of subsequent government risk assessments governing future
project planning and management decisions.
21

The original project proposal was developed and submitted in late 2016 by Steve Hemming, Daryle Rigney
and Lachlan Sutherland. The project extended over several years (2016-2020).
22

Steve Hemming, Daryle Rigney, Grant Rigney and lawyer Shaun Berg played a leading role in the drafting and
negotiation of this agreement.
23

This article received the 2020 Eric Anderson award for best article published in the Australasian Journal of
Environmental Management during the year.
24

This project is the fourth in a series of Goyder Institute research projects that have been directed towards
translation, connection, improved relationships and increased justice for Ngarrindjeri in water management
and NRM more generally (see Hemming & Rigney 2014, 2016). This work has been informed by previous
Goyder research projects E.1.3, E.1.7, and E.1.17.
25

Research ethics approval was obtained through the Flinders University Social and Behavioural Research
Ethics Committee (SBREC).
26

These members of the Goyder team were part of the Ngarrindjeri treaty negotiating team. Professor Daryle
Rigney was the lead negotiator.
27

Steve Hemming, Daryle Rigney, Grant Rigney and Amy-Della Sale (members of the research team) did
provide more general input into several of the WRPs and conducted a preliminary Yannarumi assessment for
the development of the Water Allocation Plan for the Peak, Roby and Sherlock Prescribed Wells Area (SAMDNRM Board 2017)
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28

It is important to note that Ngarrindjeri and other First Nations continue to have an interest in the existing
risk categories.
29

This report is an account of the long-term development and complexities of the translating and connecting
methodologies and tools developed to enable a Ngarrindjeri/DEW water planning risk assessment to be
conducted.
30

The university-based and Ngarrindjeri research team members are of the opinion that the Goyder Institute
consider changes to its management structure to support improved engagement with First Nations and a
greater capacity to manage, assess and support Indigenous research from across the sciences, humanities and
social sciences.
31

This approach aligns with what would be expected in a treaty relationship between First Nations and the
settler-state.
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